
DATE: September 15th. Public Meeting


Mrs. H.  Spoke about the staff that is on the call.  Made introductions.


Julie - Welcomes everyone and introduced her self and her back ground. 

Jennie Murr P - Introduced herself and all her positions at EW and.

Hillary Appel - Introduced herself.  

Lauren Haque - Introduced herself.

Monique Dufresne - Secretary


Julie - Nominates Michelle Wexler to the board.  Everyone seconds the nomination and 
Michelle Welxler accepted.  Board voted in the decision to have Michell join the board.  


Michelle discusses Membership - Membership dues, putting $ into the school for capitol 
projects, and field trips and laminating stations.  Trying to be creative this year.   $15 PTO 
membership dues.  Non-Fundraiser fundraiser, box tops, supermarkets.  Somethings we did 
were the Water ice truck, the stuffed tigers.


AtoZ: Everyone needs to go into and reverify your information. Update and put your homeroom 
teachers, grades, addresses and phone numbers,  This helps to purchase things, and get 
emails from different people.  It also is a way to connect to others through he directory.  Mrs. 
Golder asked if she should share AtoZ with the parents.


Julie - How to get involved or not.  Looking for anyways for people to jump on and help in 
anyway shape or form they can.  


J - We are seeking a new Treasurer, if anyone knows anyone that would like to step in the role.


 J - Supply pick up dates are now available and you can link to the Calendar so that you will 
get reminders.  Mrs H. - said that teachers will also be reaching out to remind their classes if 
they need to come to material drop off or pick up.  The teachers are aware and will let their 
students know if they need to the pick up drop off.


Julie - Cub Clubs - postponed until a later date.  Monique explained how the program will 
potential work.


Fall spirit wear going on with all new designs.  New site to buy from with many more options. 

Liza Hill - talked about 5th grade coordinator and presented a slide show.  Just finished 5th 
Grade bag distribution.  90% of 5th graders came though and was a success.  Projects in 
process, 2 fund raisers, virtually EW mousepad fundraiser.  Proceeds go to 5th grade class.  
Passive FR at the Yardley Red house 15% going back to 5th Graders.  5th grade letter going to 
families with all the info and discuss the dues.  Collecting $20 in the fall with the possibility of 
collecting $ in the Spring if need be.  They are doing t-shirts.  They will be getting the year 
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book.  Looking for someone to do the video.  Possible projects, Boehm Mixer, Ball game and 
clap out depending on the situation at the time.


Lauren Haque - Spoke about the online Book Fair.  Scholastic offered Oct 5th to the18th.  It will 
be an online book fair.  All payment are done online, and all the books will be shipped to the 
kids.  They will give 25 or 50% Scholastic dollars that can be used to purchase teacher and 
school supplies.  


Julie offering out thanks.  To the faculty and staff and how hard they have truly worked and 
how amazing they have been.  


Golder spoke of how things are going and was amazing optimistic.  Will convey the thanks to 
the staff.  


Julie - Congratulations to the Parents, to the older siblings, and grandparents and how the 
community came together.  And a special Congrats to Mrs. Huiltquist for being the best 
principle ever.  


Mrs. H - Spoke about the home school connection, and how it ever so important right now.  


Looking to provide evening town halls for large announcements.  Going to target specific 
offerings.   Going to do some one the reading block.  Gotten a lot of feedback from parents 
and teachers and kids about what is working or not.  Room for growth about what is 
happening.  


Additional synchronies learning when chrome books are 1 to 1.  And we are getting very close 
to that.  She spoke that they are aware that they're may need to be some schedule 
adjustments.  The input that she has been hearing has been a lot all over the place.  But what 
we should be hearing soon is more of a blended model.  The district is trying to find a more 
effective approach so that it would be a smoother transition to a hybrid model.  


Teachers want the feedback so they can help but also the ability to be flexible.  If the schedule 
changes we need to adjust and hope to be positive. 


Julie - spoke to mrs Axler about how great the lessons are and how to breath!


Mrs. H.  is avaiable to help and pop into google meets when she needs to and if something 
needs to be addressed.  


Pennsbury is about to lose Frank Mazzio from the music program and Christopher Byegot.  So 
EW is looking for someone to take the position for band.  They have someone in mind and 
looking forward to announcing that person.


Roaring News is up and roaring.  Had some kinks but wanted to get it out to the kids.  Adrien 
Staffortin is helping with the production of the Roaring news, and sharing the responsibility.


Roaring news, paw points, tickets, will be coming out soon and how parents and teachers can 
get involved.

Some new twists in the works for the news.


Testing and Evaluation process - transitions in psychologist and counselor is out on maternity.  
They begun the process convene on a weekly basis and to monitor and track so that they can 
realize any needs that needs to be addressed along the way.  Parents can also reach out and 
help and address the needs as well.  




More things to come in the future.  When she has something detailed to share esp in regards to 
schedules she will share that out.  The district shifts then we would be more ready and 
prepared for a more hybrid model.


Axler discussed screening will be a little later than it usually is this year. She also thanked all 
the teachers and parents and the pick up and everything went really well.  Thanked PTO for the 
treats.  They also got contacted by children’s home food collection and trying to collect 
through student council but will be done online.


Once past learning curve on computer and then figure out how to do student council and have 
elections and have all this done before they come back in February.


Golder - material pick up and drop off.  The kids teachers may not be there because they might 
be teaching during those times.  be mindful of that so the kids are not disappointed. 


Michelle Wexler  - Issues with Chrome Books how to make them work better.  There are still 
updates that are coming out.  They are also looking at other programs and apps that might be 
causing the problems.  


Do not download too many extensions.  it can conflict.


Sarah Boyce - in regards to shift to hybrid model.  Will there be a choice between the two.  

Mrs. H. - Nothing has changed at the moment with the potential to start end of January.  
District would send out a survey.  The last she has heard (pending board changes)  That in 
November would the district would send a survey to commit to hybrid or virtual.  There has 
been so much talking about schedule shifting has not really talked about the hybrid model.  A 
bunch of schools are on the brink of a return, but she thinks the leadership is waiting to see 
how the surrounding areas are going to do before making a decision.   So its possible it will 
change, but we have a board that is sensitive to making drastic changes.  But everything is still 
the same as it was at last meeting but can it change….and people will have the opportunity for 
people to make a decision and then get more information out prior to making a decision.  


Hoping the going forward things will be made more clear and more information will be avaiable 
prior to parents making a decision.  As we get closer to this point, she is hoping that we will be 
more clear and at the end you make the choice that is the best for your family.


Julie - Shout out to Monique and Mike for all the tech help.  


Mrs. H.   closed and said good night. Everyone signed off.  



